
 

Quick Campaign Optimization Tips 

 

1. Our minimum CPM is as low as $0.1 so I suggest you start with something around $1.5 

which you can always change while the campaign is running. 

 

2. Try to use our 'Optimization' feature to blacklist unwanted and low conversion sources or to 

whitelist high converting sources for a certain offer. 

 

 

 

 

3. Source Sampling, Impressions cap or technology targeting is one of the most important 

features to target the right audience with your creatives.  

 

 

 



 

4. Using google analytics tracking code will help you optimize your campaign too. This will 

let you track behaviors of your visitors, sources etc. and then eventually blacklist or whitelist 

to keep improving the performance of your campaigns. 

 

 

 



 

5. And here is a most important feature you should use with each of your campaigns. Ad 

Fraud Protection Filters. 

 

 

All of these features will help you cut your costs down and achieve better quality and 

conversions rate. 

 

Hopefully, this little guide will help you with further optimization and creating your 

campaigns at foxvisits.com 

 

 

 

Below you will find more tips to optimize your campaign. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tips to optimize a campaign 

If you already know what type of offer you would like to advertise, the next thing would be to have 

various creatives for your offer. This will be really helpful later when we will be testing which 

creatives work and which don't. You can use image banks or search engines to find images for 

your creatives. 

Now, we need to use a postback URL. This will allow us to see which clicks provided 

conversions. We need to use the {CLICK_ID} macros and enter the $ value of the conversion in 

the pixel like this: 

http://rtb.adx1.com/log?action=conversion&key={CLICK_ID}&price=5 

 

The Postback URL can be accessed on the campaign page. 

Now you need to upload your creatives in our system. We support several creatives within one 

campaign which is very convenient because it can save you a lot of time. 

After that, we need to go to the Reports page and see how our campaign performs. Since we are 

sending the information about conversions to the reports using Postback URL we can optimize 

the campaign using this information. 

For example, we can make a breakdown by domains and see ROI for each of the domains. To do 

this, we need to select Domains in the reports dimensions. After you found domains with the 

lowest ROI, you can block the domains with low ROI in the domains black list. 

Another useful metric is a ROI breakdown by creatives. Since we are testing various creatives it 

is useful to see CTR and ROI for each of the creatives we uploaded. We can then stop the 

creatives with low CTR and ROI. 

Sometimes as many as 100 creatives can be required to find the best ones. 

Hopefully, after blocking low performing domains, creatives and testing different offers and 

landing pages you will be able to have positive ROI using our network. 

 

 

http://rtb.adx1.com/log?action=conversion&key=%7bCLICK_ID%7d&price=5
http://rtb.adx1.com/log?action=conversion&key=%7bCLICK_ID%7d&price=5


How to use a tracking pixel 

You can use tracking pixels to collect website visitors into segments and then later target them in 

the campaign. Using pixels also allows you to send the information about conversions to the 

Foxvisits reports and track conversions there. 

There are 2 ways to add a pixel: 

1. Go to the Pixels page and click New pixel. Enter the pixel name, how long the visitor will 

remain in the segment and the advertiser you create this pixel for. After that the pixel will 

appear on the Pixels page. To get the code of the pixel you have just created please click Get 

Code. 

2. Create a new campaign and select Script from the available tracking types. You will see the 

code you need to upload on the website. 

To target visitors you collected in the pixel data segment, please select your pixel under the 

Available segments - 2nd party data tab. 

 

 

How to use postback URL 

Postback URL allows you to send the information about conversions to the FoxVisits reports. This 

way you to track ROI on the reports page and optimize campaigns to achieve better results. 

You can access Postback URL on the campaign set up page. It will look like this: 

http://rtb.adx1.com/log?action=conversion&key={click_id}&price=return_value_USD 

Please replace the "return_value_USD" to whatever value you want to use a conversion price. 

This will later be reflected in the reports. 

You can find more information regarding postback and how to use it here: 

https://www.quora.com/What-is-a-Postback-URL 

 

http://rtb.adx1.com/log?action=conversion&key=%7bclick_id%7d&price=return_value_USD


How to whitelist/blacklist sources and 
domains 

To add traffic sources to the black or white lists, please do the following: 

1. Go to Campaigns setting page. 

2. Scroll down till the end of the page until you find the "advanced settings" link.  

3. Click "advanced settings" and find the"Sources and domains whitelist / blacklist" section.  

4. Tick "Enable Sources and domains whitelist / blacklist" and choose either "Sources and 

domains blacklist" or "Sources and domains whitelist". 

5. Specify the traffic sources you want to whitelist/blacklist for this campaign by using one of the 

allowed formats. 

 

 

 

 

If you have further questions don't hesitate to ask. 

Contact us: 

Website: FoxVisits.com/Contact/ 

E-mail: Support@foxvisits.com 

Support 24/7 

 

 


